
 

 
 

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE MEETING OF THE 

WORLD ASSOCIATION FOR VETERINARY DERMATOLOGY 

Saturday, 03 December 2022, 10:00AM EST 

Zoom | Meeting ID: 889 0069 4834 

 

Minutes 

Attended: Susan Paterson, President of WAVD, Member-at-Large 

Stephen White, Secretary of WAVD, (de facto President) WCVD8  

Peter Forsythe, Treasurer of WAVD, Member-at-Large  

Nagarajan Balasubramanian Representative Association for Veterinary Dermatology, India 

(IAVD) 

Jeanne Budgin, Representative American Academy of Veterinary Dermatology (AAVD)  

Mandy Burrows, Representative Dermatology Chapter of the Australian and New Zealand 

College of Veterinary Scientists (DCANZCVS), President World Congress of Veterinary 

Dermatology (WCVD) 9 

Alberto Cordero, Representative Sociedad Latino Americana de Dermatología Veterinaria 

(SLDV)  

Vincent Defalque, Representative Canadian Academy of Veterinary Dermatology (CAVD)  

Koji Nishifuji, Representative Asian Society of Veterinary Dermatology (AiSVD) 

Catherine Outerbridge, Representative American College of Veterinary Dermatology 

(ACVD), President WCVD10 

Emily Rothstein, Secretary WCVD10  

Candace Sousa, Member-at-Large 

Katarina Varjonen, Representative European Society of Veterinary Dermatology (ESVD) 

Brett Wildermuth, Member-at-Large 

Sally Kan, Secretariat Central (SC) 

Odessa Taguibao, Secretariat Central (SC) 

 

Regrets: Jacques Fontaine, Representative European College of Veterinary Dermatology (ECVD) 

  Stefan Hobi, Representative Asian College of Veterinary Dermatology (AiCVD) 

  Manon Paradis, President of WCVD7 

*Agreement/Motions Passed 

*Action Required 

 

I. Welcome and Announcements  

a. The meeting commenced at 10AM EST. 

b. Introduction of Candace S. as the newest member and Chair of the Education Committee, Sally K. 

and Odessa T. of Secretariat Central. 

c. Conflict of Interest (COI) and Code of Conduct (COC) forms must be submitted to Stephen W. as 

soon as possible. SC to provide assistance in collecting said forms. Education Committee members 

are also encouraged to send their COI and COC forms. 

d. Catherine O. to rephrase the COI Form of WAVD to COI Form WCVD10. 

 

II. Matters for Decision  

A. Action Items from Last Meeting: Stephen W. 

• The minutes from 17 September 2022 AC Meeting were approved without dissent. 

• Alberto C. to send info on the next The Latin American Society of Veterinary Dermatology (SLDV) 

congress to Brett W. – completed 

• Strategic Plan to be voted on today in Matters of Decision. 



• Template for Member Organizations (MOs) Annual Report by Vincent D. and Stephen W. to be 

voted on today in Matters of Decision. 

• Contract with Secretariat Central to get signed – completed 

• Review Hans Koch’s draft Policy on Sponsorship for discussion today. 

 

B. WAVD Strategic Plan: Sue P.  

The Strategic Plan is approved without dissent.  

 

C. Policy on Sponsorship: Sue P.  

Sue P. asked the members regarding their stand on sponsorship. Jeanne B. approves of looking for 

sponsorships, while Candace S. recommends deciding on what WAVD is willing to give and looking 

to get from sponsors. Peter F. noted that having sponsorship is a big help financially speaking and 

would encourage such without the need of being commercialized.  

 

Sue P. and Mandy B. share the concern of being commercially utilized when sharing WAVD photos. 

Catherine O. suggested having sponsors not only for specific projects/initiatives, but for longer-term 

purposes. Stephen W. suggested asking David Duclos how he feels about donating photos for 

sponsorship. 

 

D. Dermatology Photo Atlas/ Digital Library: Jeanne B. & Stephen W.  

Jeanne B. and Stefan H. serve as the lead of this project under Education Committee.  

Brett W. acts as the Liaisons Officer, David Duclos from the US, and Chris Klinger from Germany. 

MedTech was mentioned in one of the Education Committees and thereafter was sent a proposal, 

which Jeanne B. notes as a good alternative to the Medialogix proposal from the UK.  

 

Comparison of the 2 proposals: MedTech’s initial fee is higher, but their long-term expenses are 

considerably lower than Medialogix.  

 

Medialogix MedTech 

Annual Cost of €20,000 Annual Cost of €6,000 

1.5 Terabytes Media Storage 5 Terabytes Media Storage 

5 Editors 50 Editors 

100 Users Unlimited Users 

 

Katarina V. asked how old these companies are, as most of the new companies disappear quickly; 

raising concerns on the accessibility of the photos if /when they go under. A more concrete demo 

between these 2 companies shall be discussed in the Education Committee meeting and will be 

presented at the next AC Meeting. 

 

Candace S. and Stephen W. brought up the idea of looking into the Universities to feature the photos 

instead of hiring media companies. Brett W. and Stephen W. support this idea, while Catherine O. 

raised concerns on ownership and cost of the photos when hosted by universities. Jeanne B. asked 

Stephen W., Catherine O., and Candace S. to investigate the possibility of their respective 

universities hosting the dermatology photos.  

 

E. Education Committee’s Mission Statement: Candace S. 

Candace S. asked the AC members to vote on their preferred version of the Mission Statement. 

AC Members voted to adopt the 2nd version of the Mission Statement, with Sue P. asking Candace S. 

to add the word “health” into the last part: 

 

“To support the mission of the WAVD, the goal of the Education Committee is to improve the 

worldwide practice of veterinary dermatology through education of veterinarians, veterinary 

nurses/technicians, and all others who help to improve the [health] and welfare of both animals and 
the people who care for them.” 



 

F. Member Organizations’ Annual Report Template: Vincent D.  

The Member Organization Representative is in-charge of filling out the forms and submitting it to 

the WAVD. Vincent D. suggested that Member Organizations should submit this annual report form 

to the WAVD Secretariat email, copy provided to Eric Blosch for website posting. 

 

Catherine O. noted that information pertaining to how the WAVD funds are utilized (research, 

events) per Scottish charities bylaws must also be included. Katarina V. recommended adding a field 

in the form that would reflect upcoming activities and events of the MOs. Sue P. suggested 

‘Educational Activities for the Next 12 Months’ instead of ‘List of Publications’. Koji N. asked 

where the board exams report would fit into the form, Sue P. suggested adding it under the 

Miscellaneous Information to which Koji N. approved. 

 

Catherine O. also suggested renaming the Miscellaneous Information into ‘Things we are proud of’; 

Stephen W. also requested Vincent D. to delete Item #10 of the Form (Do you have any special 

requests for WAVD). Vincent D. to send a revised form by 15 December 2022 to the rest of the 

Board. 

 

II. Matters for Report 

G. Highlights of the Treasurer’s Report: Peter F.  

Peter F. briefly discussed how due to Brexit, WAVD can no longer accept bank charges that might 

be incurred prior to transactions between UK and Europe - it can be charged from the recipient or 

divided between the sender and receiver. Additionally, it is not possible to determine whether bank 

charges will or will not be incurred (depending on the bank) and how much they will be. 

 

Peter F. recommend to the AC Members that he should continue using PayPal to refund any balance 

owing to the recipients due to the deducted bank charges. Sue P. agreed as long as there is 

documentation for proof. Peter F. also added that the WAVD’s US Dollar Account holding $5,000 

with the Bank of Scotland has been closed and transferred to the GBP Account. 

 

H. Highlights of the Education Committee Report: Candace S. 

Candace S. said one of the Committee goals is to provide education worldwide. Hence, an Excel 

document is being drafted that would contain a list of the veterinary schools (that don’t have access 

to dermatology) with their contact information. Said document should be completed in 3-6 months.  

S. Paterson suggested putting this on the Listserv as well, to which Candace S. agreed. Candace S. to 

send a draft document to the AC members to give their inputs. 

 

Jeanne B. added that the Education Committee is also coming up with the list of international 

dermatology and veterinary organizations and associations, members to review the list.  

Sue P. to ask WSAVA for list of their member associations and contact information. 

 

I. Highlights of Report on Venue for WCVD 11: Sue P. 

The deadline for bids submission was in August 2022. Bids were received from the following: 

• Jerusalem 

• Malaga 

• Rome  

• Singapore  

• Seville  

• Lisbon 

 

The bids were reviewed and assessed by 2 Congress organizers and have picked their Top 4, 

considering the factors: 

• Accessibility (Airports, Visas) 

▪ Jerusalem might be a potential problem in terms of issuing visas to delegates 



• Weather 

• Times proposed:  

▪ Jerusalem (mid-June) 

▪ Rome (early April) 

▪ Singapore (mid-June) 

▪ Seville (early September) 

▪ Lisbon and Malaga- no dates given 

• Travel to City Center 

• Optional tours and attractive cities 

• Congress Center 

• Local support and financial incentives: 

▪ Jerusalem pledged to support the Congress with €60,000 if it was cancelled; 

▪ Singapore prepared a financial grant of £250,000. 

 

Sue P. noted that some of the proposals, such as Rome and Lisbon were not comprehensive enough. 

The Top 4 bidders are: 

• Singapore 

• Jerusalem 

• Seville 

• Malaga 

 

Emily R., Stephen W., Vincent D., and Catherine O. have expressed their concerns over safety in 

holding the event in Jerusalem. Vincent D. suggested eliminating one of the 2 Spanish countries. 

Catherine O. and Mandy B. proposed leaving the four bidders as it is.  

 

A 10-minute presentation from the 4 bidders shall be presented at the next AC Meeting. Decisions 

and next steps shall be made thereafter. 

 

J. Highlights of Report on WVCD 10 and Clinical Consensus Guidelines: Catherine O.  

WCVD10 is planning on a pre-recorded 6-hour basic CE on feline program, 12 hours of advanced 

CE and 6-hours of novel content for the Congress virtual component. Catherine O. requested AC 

members to send their input on or before the next AC Meeting regarding the global dermatology 

track/theme. This will enable WCVD10 to identify geographical regional speakers. Sample ideas are: 

 

• Top ten most common skin disease seen; 

• Top 5 things that have changed practice of veterinary dermatology in past 10 years in our 

region.   

 

Catherine O. mentioned holding the Social Night on Sunday, 28 July 2023 at the Boston Public 

Library: fees have come down by $56,000 with addition of an open bar. A down payment of $25,000 

must be made, Catherine O. to reach out to Peter F. to work out the financials. 

 

Informal communications were conducted with Zoetic, Purina, and Elanco who have indicated 

interest in becoming principal sponsors. As WAVD is a principal sponsor of WCVD, Stephen W. 

asked whether that funding was received. Catherine O. noted that of the $75,000 (for principal 

sponsorship from the WAVD), $30,000 was already received, to which Peter F. added arranging the 

transfer of the remaining funds. 

 

K. Consensus Guidelines: Catherine O. 
4 CTGs are actively in process of publication: 

• Equine Hypersensitivities (Chaired by Rosanna Marsella)-in process of peer-review 

• Canine Leishmaniosis (Chaired by Chiara Noli)- will meet in Porto to discuss 



• Equine Sarcoids (Chaired by Annette Petersen & Ann Rashmir)- will meet next week and 

provide update to the Catherine O. thereafter 

• Otology Best Clinical Practices (Chaired by Jimmy Noxon)- Catherine O. express concern 

over the manageability of the task, seeing as no updates were given yet by the Chair despite 

the email requests sent.  

 

WAVD to decide on what latest guidelines should be presented in the next Congress; AC Members 

to provide input on themes/ideas for discussion at the next AC Meeting. 

 

L. Publicity Committee: Brett W. 

Brett W. is overseeing the Social Media presence of the WAVD, with help from Hocksiew Han (in 

replacement of Vincent D.) while Michael Rossi is working on the LinkedIn profile. 

 

M. World Veterinary Dermatology Day: V. Defalque 

The WVDD will take place on February 3, 2023. Vincent D. reported that the lecturers and English 

captioning are done and pending translation of materials. Voice-over to different languages, 

however, was not included in the agreement, which could cost an additional £13,000. Vincent D. 

then decided to remove other voice-over languages (Russian, Portuguese, Mandarin, and German) 

and retained Spanish, Japanese, and French. 

 

Vincent D. mentioned the event will include open access through the website, in coordination with 

Eric Blosch. Jeanne B. offered assistance in promoting the activity through the Education 

Committee. Vincent D. to send WVDD blurbs and save the dates to the AC members to feature on 

their organization’s website.  

 

N. Website Update: Stephen W. 

Stephen W. reported that the website is doing well.  

 

III. Other Matters 

Stephen W. and Sue P. commended the Newsletter of the IAVD on its recent Congress and other activity as 

provided by Dr.  Nagarajan. 

 

IV. Adjournment 

Meeting was adjourned. 

 

 

Next meeting will be on 18 February 2023, Saturday. 

 
California & Vancouver:    5:00 am  

Guadalajara:      7:00 am    

Ste. Hyacinthe, New Jersey & Connecticut: 8:00 am  

UK:       1:00 pm  

Belgium, Germany & Sweden:    2:00 pm    

Jerusalem:      3:00 pm 

India:       5:30 pm   

Hong Kong, Perth & Singapore:   8:00 pm   

Tokyo:       10:00 pm (JST Wintertime) 
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